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And the Nexus Pro Survey Says:
Interested to know what the typical Nexus environment looks like, what IDEs, CI
servers, repository formats and build tools are used most? How large and
distributed the development teams are? Or how over 45% of organizations
recognize the need to extend component management beyond the Nexus
repository? View these slides to find out what the most underused but greatest
Nexus features are.

View the slides »

No rules, restrictions or word count, you define the topic:
"Where would you work, if you weren't an IT Professional?" A question we recently
posed to our Nexus users and 47% of them said 'teacher'. Maybe because many of
us enjoy teaching our kids, colleagues and friends but here's your chance to do
more. Share your Nexus expertise as a guest blogger by either drafting a post to
submit or by participating in an interview to teach others your Nexus tips and
tricks.

Become a teacher now »

 

 

 

Simplified Releases to the Central Repository with Nexus:
The Central Repository is the largest repository for Java developers, the built-in
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default for Maven and well supported by other tools like Gradle, Ant/Ivy and SBT.
The Sonatype Open Source Software Repository Hosting OSSRH and Nexus are the
input funnel for the Central Repository taking advantage of the staging features of
Nexus Professional. Read more about how you can simplify the usage and use the
same release approach in your own Nexus Pro instance.

Read the blog »

 

 

 

October Nexus Live: October 23rd at 12 EDT
Join us every month for a live discussion with Nexus product experts and Nexus
community members talking about component based development trends, tools
and techniques. This month we'll be joined by Director of Engineering at Hubspot
to talk about the integration of Nexus we jointly developed and their Nexus use
case. 

If you're interested in joining the panel discussions, be sure to reach out to us.

Attend the October Live event »

View past events »

Nexus Webinar Series: Speed and Control for Modern Development:
Our new Nexus webinar series kicked off to great success! In Part 1 we walked
through scenarios of how organizations are using the most valued features of
Nexus including smart proxy, security capabilities, Repository Health Check and
build promotion and staging. If you missed it, check out the recording.

View Now »

The Golden Repo is NOT the Answer: October 16th at EDT
Part 2 will explain the 'golden repository' methodology and highlight the flaws to
this approach. Read this blog to learn where the golden repo went wrong and how
the right repository approach can improve component governance. Join this
webinar to learn about how to move to the ‘Golden Policy’ approach to help inspect
all of your components all of time.

Register Now »

Yes, Policies Can Speed Development: November 6th at 12 EDT
Part 3 will show how policies and restrictions don’t have to be all bad for
developers. Learn how policy enforcements points can in fact be helpful and just
work seamless in the background without interfering with your development
process.

Register Now »
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